CROXBY PRIMARY ACADEMY GRADUATE AWARD

ALL ABOUT ART

Ferens Art Gallery, Hull
INTRODUCTION
Art is built up of skills that calms others and develops a bigger imagination in people. People are capable of making
anything come to life in their own way.
FERENS ART GALLERY
Master pieces are found in Ferens Art Gallery in Hull - some of our school's work is there! Year 6s to Foundations
throughout have been especially chosen in this famous place. If your art is good enough, you could visit one day and
be able to see yours hung up on a wall.
AUSTIN'S BUTTERFLY
Austin was a first-grade pupil at the primary school Boise, Idaho. He drew a butterfly to raise funds for butterfly
habitats. His experience has and told us all to accept feedback and make sure to do some re-drafting, which can help
a child improve on their skills and make a more accurate drawing.
Have you ever wanted to try a different style of art?
Here is a link to a video on a technique (Austin's Butterfly) used:
https://vimeo.com/38247060

LEONARDO DA VINCI

Leonardo was born on the 15 April 1452, Anchiano, Italy and died 2 May 1519 in Château du Clos Lucé, Amboise,
France. He was buried in Chapel of Saint-Hubert Amboise,is France. He is known for his extraordinary art and his
fabulous pieces. He was also known for sculpting and inventing. His full name is Leonardo di ser Piero da Vinci. He
produced good art by creating pictures of skeletons, then adding muscles, skin, and final details.
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THE 5 TECHNIQUES

There are 5 main skills that you can use in art. These are: stippling, smudging, scumbling, shading and crosshatching.
Stippling made up of millions of dots filled to create a masterpiece. Smudging is created by using some type of
smudging tool that can create a smooth atmosphere and a blurry effect. Crosshatching is lines going across each
other so either you start vertically and go over horizontally or the other way round, as you start to create it you
should start to see some squares appearing. Shading is from a harder tone to a lighter tone depending the pressure
you put on the pencil towards the paper. Scumbling however is a technique used with small circular curls that
connect to create your art!
FIND OUT MORE…
https://www.leonardodavinci.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhUMgrC7bbs
EXAMPLE QUESTIONS:

1. What are some reasons Leonardo da Vinci known for? Name two.
2. What are the five main skills in art?
3. How many techniques are there?
4. What is the famous gallery in Hull called?
5. What school did Austin go to?

